Continuing Professional Development Event for Schools

“Implementing Innovative Pedagogies in the K to 12 Classrooms”

22-23 March 2019

Program

Friday, March 22

9:30 – 10:00  Registration and coffee (AKSOB Lobby)

10:00 – 10:15  Opening Remarks (AKSOB 903)
Dr. Rima Bahous, Chair of the Department of Education, LAU
Mr. Sami Haddad, General Operation Manager, Levant Distributors s.a.l.

10:15 – 10:45  “Innovative Pedagogies in the K to 12 Classrooms”
Presentation (AKSOB 903)
Presenter: Dr. Rima Bahous, LAU

10:45 – 12:15  “TED Talks. Do It the Other Way – Beyond the Message”
Presentation and Q&A (AKSOB 903)
Presenter: Mr. Eftychis Kantarakis, National Geographic Learning

12:15 – 1:30  “Addressing the Social/Emotional Factors in the Classroom”
Presentation and Q&A (AKSOB 903)
Presenter: Dr. Lara El Khatib, Lebanese American University

1:30 – 02:00  Break
02:30 – 3:15  “Education: The Science and the Industry”  
Presentation and Q&A (AKSOB 903)  
Presenter: Ahmad Al Chehouri, McGraw-Hill Education

Saturday, March 23

09:30 – 10:00  Registration and Coffee (AKSOB Lobby)

10:00 – 11:30  “Raising 21st Century Students” – based on The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People by Franklin Covey Co.”  
Presentation and Q&A (AKSOB 904)  
Presenter: Rita Diab Doumit, STARMANSHP & Associates

11:30 – 01:00  “Manipulatives Everywhere”  
Presentation and Q&A (AKSOB 904)  
Presenter: Lilian Tandi Nagery, Alpha Publishing